


To whom it may concern 
 
In relation to the planning application in the rear garden of 19 Ballyboden crescent (Planning 
application ref SD22A/0054) I would like to note the following items for consideration. 

1. On the plans submitted there are  windows proposed on the North East side elevation. 
These windows are in very close proximity and overlook the adjacent property  and garden 
of 13a Moyville lawn. When 13a Moyville lawn was seeking planning permission there were 
windows proposed on this elevation, but due to privacy concerns the windows were 
requested  to be removed from the elevation overlooking the rear garden of 19 Ballyboden 
Crescent. I would request  similar privacy concerns be considered and  that the windows on 
the North East elevation be removed, from that elevation. (refer to the correspondence 
during the planning application for 13A Moyville Lawn) 

2. It appears from the proposed  elevations that the head height of the windows are higher 
than the adjacent property 13a Moyville Lawn. We would request that the window heads be 
at the same level as the adjacent property 13a Moyville Lawn to avoid overlooking the 
boundary wall. 

3. We note that roof lights are mentioned in the notes, but these are not shown on the plans 
and elevations, so we would assume they are not being installed. During the planning 
application for the adjacent house 13A Moyville Lawn as part of the planning permission no 
rooflights were permitted.  (refer to the correspondence during the planning application for 
13A Moyville Lawn)  

4. Due to the  proximity of the proposed house to 13A Moyville lawn we would request  that 
no extract vents be placed on the North East elevation.  

 
Please see below receipt no. from the payments office in consideration of these observations.  
 
Regards  
               Fiona & Aaron Magee  
 13A Moyville Lawn, Ballyboden, Dublin 16. 
 

 
 


